ADVANCED LABORATORY TRAINING IN FSSM

Date: Dec 16th - 20th 2019

Venue: Anil Agarwal Environment Training Institute (AAETI), Nimli, Rajasthan

Environment Monitoring Lab (EML) invites professionals and researchers to its advanced Lab training in Faecal Sludge and Septage Management (FSSM)

ABOUT THE TRAINING
Faecal Sludge and Septage Management is an evolving field with continual developments and improvements happening in research methodologies. This course focuses on some of the most recent advances in lab analysis and data interpretation. This training is part of the CSE and Bill Melinda Gates Foundation collaboration on FSSM in India. In-house experts from CSE with years of experience in Lab work, will guide participants through the sessions and help them learn lab analysis. This program is meant to give a very focused and intensive hands-on training experience for participants from the FSSM community.

AIM
Capacity Building in new research methods, advances in FSSM science for various stakeholders in India and abroad

OBJECTIVES
- Focused hands-on-training on Helminth eggs characterization and testing in fecal sludge using state-of-the-art equipment.
- Hands-on-training on microbial (Fecal coliform) analysis in state-of-the-art laboratory
- Develop knowhow on alternate uses of faecal sludge, complete testing protocol for calorific value on the advanced bomb calorimeter

WHO CAN APPLY?
- Anyone whose work is relevant to the FSSM community in India and elsewhere
- Enthusiastic people working in the FSSM sector, be it govt. NGOs or private
- University researchers / students

COURSE COORDINATOR:
Dr. Vinod Vijayan,
Email: vinod_v@cesindia.org
Dr. Mrinal Mallik,
Email: mrinal.mallik@cesindia.org

APPLY NOW
Register soon, visit www.cesindia.org and see for the Announcements section

Course Fee: Full Scholarship provided by CSE

Boarding, Lodging: Scholarship covers the cost of stay, including the meals. The arrangements in place shall be from evening of Sunday (December 15th) till the afternoon of Friday (December 20th). Participants should plan their travel accordingly.

Transportation: Participants shall only be provided ground transport for Delhi-AAETI-Delhi. All other travel expenditure to be borne by them

FULL SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE IN LIMITED NUMBERS.

Applications are invited from people who are a part of FSSM community in any way or form. EML intends to make it a diverse mix of academicians, professionals, researchers, Govt. and NGO background people.

Only the selected candidates would be informed and the selection decision of EML shall be final.